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Norwich Institute for Language
Education
NILE offers a range of professional development courses for
teachers of English—please see the website for full details
www.nile-elt.com
New for 2006/7!
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced Language and Intercultural Awareness
CAE for Teachers of English
Computers, Corpora and Concordancing in ELT
Finding Your Voice: Creative Writing & Storytelling in ELT
Language and Methodology—A Refresher Course for Teachers’

plus the continuation of the following highly successful
courses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced Language, Materials and Methodology
British Studies
Communicative Language Teaching and Testing
Language Across the Curriculum (CLIL)
Methodology and Language for Vocational School Teachers
Multimedia and the New Technology
Multiple Intelligences in the ELT Classroom
Neuro-Linguistic Programming in the ELT Classroom
Teacher Knowledge and Teacher Development—The Teaching Knowledge
Test and Beyond
Teaching Business English
Teaching Young Learners/Teaching Very Young Learners
Testing, Evaluation and Assessment
MA in Professional Development for Language Education (with Leeds Metropolitan University)

All of NILE’s Teachers’ courses are eligible for
Comenius funding

Norwich Institute for Language Education
82 Upper St Giles Street , Norwich, NR2 1LT
Email:sarah@nile-elt.com

Tel/Fax: +44(0)1603 664473/664493
www.nile-elt.com

REPORT FROM THE
JOINT COORDINATORS
From the heat of both Hong Kong and Portugal, we write
for the first time in the role of Joint Co-coordinators.
We began our coordinating at the fabulous IATEFL conference at
Harrogate, which included our pre -conference event (PCE) focusing on
CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Language) with presen ters
from many places including Spain, Hong Kong, The Netherlands,
Switzerland and Italy. Teresa Reilly started our PCE by giving us an
overview of the longitudinal CLIL project she’s been working on in
Spain. Teresa defined CLIL at the outset and illustrated how this
acronym means so many different things to so many people, so the
context and definition are very important! After a very enjoyable day
with 6 talks and workshops to choose from, John Clegg rounded up the
PCE with an overview of ‘Education in English as a second language:
a world of practices’. We are in the process of editing papers from this
event for a(nother) FREE YL SIG publication on CLIL (for subscription
members) which should be on its way to you shortly.
We have had numerous discussions on our yahoo based discussion
list, see page 34 for a summary, and are delighted that our 2006-7 line
up is coming together so well. Alan Maley will be starting our fielded
discussion in October, followed by Jayne Moon and Penny Ur. At the
time of writing we are waiting for a few more fielders to confirm, but we
also have ad hoc discussions on burning questions our e -members
raise. Wendy would like to hand over the mantle to a new discussion
moderator so an advertisement for this role will be circulated shortly hopefully before you get this! If you have a YL background and would
like to be involved, please consider it. We provide all the IT support you
need... so don’t let that put you off applying!
We are now in the process of planning our 2007 IATEFL conference,
which this year will be in Aberdeen. The YL SIG will be holding our 3 rd
consecutive solo PCE entitled ‘Literacy in ELT: the role of the YL
professional in developing reading and writing’. We will explore what
‘literacy’ actually means and what our role as ELT professionals is in
developing it. The ‘… what, why and how of literacy in the FL
environment will be looked at from different perspectives …’ We are
very excited to have Jackie Holderness and Gordon Wells as our
plenary speakers, as well as equally eminent workshop and talk
presenters. Look on page 9 for further information.

We welcome a new YL SIG committee member, Kerry Powell who is
taking over from Carol Read, as joint editor of our publication, CATS.
Kerry is based in Paris, France. She joins Kay Bentley, our very able
and experienced editor.

Kerry Powell

Kerry Powell
Our YL SIG events team is made up of Gordon Lewis and Karen Widl.
For 2007, IATEFL YLSIG supported events are being planned in Sri
Lanka and Italy.
Sadly, Rosemary Mitchell-Schuitevoerder is leaving the committee. We
would like to thank her for all the hard work she’s done. Thank you,
Rosemary!  So, we are looking for another UK based events cocoordinator. If you would like to be considered, please apply when we
advertise the role.
As always, we’d like to thank the other committee members who do a
sterling job as volunteers, Chris Etchells, our Website Manager, and
Hans Mol, who is our Website Resources Editor and also our Finance
and Membership Officer. Gordon Lewis has become our Business
Development Manager which is a new and challenging role for him.
Thank you too, for being a member of the YLSIG. We look forward to
meeting as many of you as possible in Aberdeen for the 2007 annual
IATEFL conference. It promises to be another fantastic experience!

Wendy Arnold and Niki Joseph
Joint Coordinators
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Editorial
Kay Bentley
Welcome to the new look YLSIG publication. This has
taken rather longer to produce than I had expected but we
hope you will like the YLSIG colour, a warm purple.
Although the word ‘purple’ can also describe writing
which is ‘emotional and complicated’, we are sure you will
find the articles in this edition fascinating and
straightforward to read.
The theme of the autumn publication is ICT, or Information and
Communication Technology. Many teachers are now familiar with
computers and the tec hnology associated with them. So, however, are
their pupils and, a s many teachers admit, the pupils are often more
computer literate than they are.

Finally, I would like to say a very, very big thank you to Carol Read,
who is no longer my co-editor. She supported me through all the highs
and lows of editing and I learned much from her. We also had many
laughs regarding our ……lack of ICT skills! Don’t worry, as my pupils
have noticed, I’m almost as good as they are now.
I look forward to working with Kerry Powell, our new co-editor and I’m
sure we will also work hard, laugh, and ‘tear our hair out’ in order to
produce teacher friendly YLSIG publications for you.
Please contact us if you have ideas for future publications or if you
would like to write an article for us. We want to hear from teachers and
young and learners as well as from authors and researchers.
Thank you.

With this in mind, the aim was to have as many articles as possible
written by practising teachers. These include articles on differentiation,
a digital syllabus, building a website and on the use of interactive
whiteboards (IBs). There is also an article on how to use a Clicker grid
and a very positive review on new L2 software which was a nominee
for the 2006 British Council ELT Innovation of the Year Awards.

Kay Bentley kay_bentley@btinternet.com
(co-editor YLSIG newsletter)

Many teachers are highly competent in their use of ICT and they want
to share their knowledge of what works well and what is possible in the
YL classroom. This includes the sharing of websites for both younger
and older pupils. A wide range of sites is therefore mentioned in the
articles. Sandra Luciettio’s article on page 24 provides readers with a
rationale for selecting websites.
It is easy to forget that t here are still schools which are not well
equipped with computers but many children do have access to a
computer either at home or at a friend’s hous e. This has a positive
effect on teaching because many pupils are motivated to use ICT and
to experiment with it even in a second or third language. The article on
Looking at a Learner on page 30 shows just how a rather reluctant
learner can be encouraged to produce language with the aid of a
computer.
In addition to these articles, there is a review on the Real Books
Conference which was in York before the Harrogate Conference. and
there is also our ‘YLSIGs Around the World’ feature, which highlights
Korea. You can read about our Discussion List and you can find out
what is being presented in Aberdeen during our PCE day.

(above) Italian children using English in their computer lab

(front cover) Italian primary teachers using Power Point to present
young learner materials which they developed during a two-week
summer course.
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The Internet and
Differentiation
Gordon Lewis
For most teachers today, the Internet is not something
special or new. Indeed, for many new teachers and all of
their students, there has never be en a time when there
wasn’t an Internet. Unfortunately, the pedagogy to fully
exploit this exciting medium in the classroom, has lagged
behind our skill at manipulating the technology. We are
still applying traditional approaches to computer worklinear approaches. In other words, we are using analog
thinking in a digital world.
A quick overview of the most common electronic applications in EFL
reveal that information and teaching frameworks are frequently being
simply transferred from print to the digital world. For example, we now
have the choice of photocopiable or downloadable worksheets. This is
a good thing. There are a lot of advantages to putting print materials
online- online materials don’t bend or rip and you can store virtually
thousands of worksheets and lesson plans on a disc the size of a
matchbox. However, ultimately, these kind of digital resources are
really meant to be used when printed out. The computer in this case is
simply a storage facility. Of course, students can go online and fill out
worksheets. It is also extremely easy to create online tests, (multiple
choice, cloze etc.) with flashy graphics and new options such as drag
and drop. Again, all of these things are helpful and can make a
teachers’ life easier and a student’s job more fun. Nevertheless, the
work the students are doing here makes use of the computer primarily
as a typewriter or an input device and not as something dynamic.
If this were the only kind of benefit students and teachers could derive
from computer/internet based work, then we could legitimately ask the
question “Why bother”, when we are faced with limit ed resources.
One very tangible way the Internet can make a difference in your
teaching is by providing opportunities for differentiation. Assuming that
Internet tasks are appropriately integrated into the entire classroom
experience and not seen as “extras”, they can make an important
contribution to addressing the multiple learning styles in your
classroom. However, in order to exploit these possibilities we need to
have a conceptual compass which helps us identify teaching
opportunities and brings a semblance of order to the chaotic and
steadily evolving world of the net

A model for using the Internet
While there are many theories of technology integration, few address
the specific needs of the language classroom. Of these, even fewer
look at the needs of young learners. Without a model, the Internet can
be a confusing jumble, with no beginning or end, up or down. In an
effort to put some order into this potential “chaos”, I have identified
three core instructional categories for Internet use in the language
classroom.
1) Communication
2) Searching for Information
3) Producing content for the internet
Communication relates to the use of E-mails, chats and video
conferencing allowing for “real conversation”- language in action.
Searching for information normally requires the use of a web browser.
However, when getting started with the children, you may choose to
give them a list of pre-selected web addresses to choose from.
Once the children feel confident in the WWW environment they can
begin producing their own content. Luckily, basic web authoring has
become quite easy through automated programs, which do not even
require knowledge of html code. In fact, in many ways, web authoring
is an easier task for young learners of English than searching, since
you, the teacher can design the task to fit your students’ level.
Multimedia (audio, video, photos, animation) pep up any project and
are a strong motivation for students.

Technology and Differentiation
Each student has his or her own unique combination of learning styles.
These learning styles are the result of inherent preferences as well as
social, cultural, and gender factors. In his work on Multiple Intelligence
theory, Howard Gardner identifies eight intelligences that everyone
shares. Effective teaching speaks to the dominant intelligences of the
students. Since each student has a different mixture of intelligences,
learning activities must be as diverse as the class itself. Multimedia
and the Internet provide countless opportunities to address varied
learning styles (visual, musical, logical, interpersonal, interpersonal)
within the individual classroom. Educators have identified three distinct
aspects of instruction that can be differentiated :




Content
Process
Product

Let’s take a look at some examples of Internet differentiation
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Content Differentiation
Working with Stories
Working with multiple media to tell stories is nothing new to EFL.
Pictures, flashcards, audio CD’s, films- all these resources are
available without even flicking on a computer switch. What makes the
Internet experience so interesting is that all these components can
be integrated and made available in one place. With the computer
you can:
read text from the screen or a print-out.
work with:
words plus audio.
words and pictures
audio and pictures.
animation
video

A study of the site shows that the key information can be found in the
six headers in blue at the center of the page: scores, stats (statistics),
schedules, standings, teams, players . Once you make this
architecture clear to the students, you can pretty much ignore the
rest of the site.
For beginners you can begin with simple identification activities. Point
to the team symbols and have the students find the matching team.
You can then move on to having the students identify which players
play for each team. In the process you can work on simple yes/no
questions.
For slightly more advanced students, you can click on schedules.
This button will give you dates of games. Here you can practice days
of the week, months of the year and time. In addition you can work
with the future: “The Giants are playing the Redskins on March 6.” as
well as the past, “The Cowboys and Lions played on December 18.”

Without the computer you would need at least, a CD player, DVD
player and the print books themselves.

Working with Websites
Many teachers have told me that they shy away from working with
authentic English-language websites because they think the
language will be too hard for the students to understand. While many
sites do appear rather daunting and filled with an almost
inconceivable amount of information, a careful study of their
structure reveals that there is normally lots for students to do at all
language levels. The key is to set precise tasks.
As an example, let’s look at the website for the National Football
League of the United States.

Moving from schedules you can take a further step up in both
linguistic and cognitive difficulty by clicking either the standings or
stats buttons. Looking at the standings, students can perform basic
mathematical computations. They can also practice comparatives
and for particularly strong classes even make predictions: “The Lions
are three points behind the Browns. Next week they play the Patriots.
If they win and the Browns lose, they will be in first place.”
It is truly remarkable to see how engaged students get in working
with this data. It needn’t be the NFL website. Any site focusing on a
sports league (the Premiership in England, the Champions League,
the NBA) can fit the bill. In fact, there is no reason you couldn’t work
with a website in the students native language, such as there
national league site, and ask the students to analyze and report the
information in English.
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Process Differentiation
Perhaps the single most important change the Internet has brought
to the classroom is the liberation of information and knowledge. In
the “old world”, knowledge was catalogued and linear. Like a table of
contents you moved predictably from one level of knowledge to
another. With the Internet this has all changed. Today, information is
neither set nor finite. Knowledge is constantly expanding and
changing. New hyper -linked environments are fluid and transitory
and each time we go online we influence the structure of this
knowledge a little bit. Each search we do is unique and the criteria
we use is a reflection of how we think. In fact, Internet searches are
the ultimate examples of differentiated learning.
The dissolution of knowledge hierarchies provides great opportunities
for autonomous learning. Students can freely associate and explore,
furthering discovery learning. On the other hand, this very freedom is
fraught with potential danger. The Internet is not edited. Nobody
checks websites for their factual correctness (let alone their political
or social appropriateness). This puts a lot of responsibility on the
shoulders of the students and, of course, on us as teachers.
With young learners we cannot simply have o ur students move
aimlessly through the web. We have to set limits. One way to set
limits is to install filters on the Internet computers. This isn’t as
foolproof as it may seem, however. The other option is to give the
students a list of websites to explor e and limit them to these choices.
Rather than filtering the search, you are reducing the databank.
Many mainstream teachers also weave these website suggestions
into web-based lesson plans- or webquests.
There are not many webquests for language learning on the Internet.
Most webquests are content -oriented- science, social studies, math
etc. However, with the growth of content-based EFL and CLIL, there
is a great opportunity to create “leveled” webquests for the language
classroom, where language is scaff olded for different learners.

Product Differentiation
In discussing stories above, we talked about the advantages of
having a host of multimedia opportunities at our disposal in one
place. This doesn’t only apply to passive viewing. The same can be

said of our ability to create content. There are huge possibilities for
students to be creative in presenting their work electronically. But
again, as with searches, this richness and flexibility requires mature
choices. This isn’t easy given the fun and infectious “bells and
whistles” multi-media offers. It is important to make clear that despite
a tool’s “coolness”, it is only valuable inasmuch as it supports the
goals of the activity.
I can remember my first acquaintance with a Powerpoint
presentation in the early 1990s. I was sitting in a business meeting
looking at ohps full of boring numbers when suddenly I heard a loud
sound like a bullet being fired. I looked up and saw a number moving
across the screen to its allotted place in a table. A second later there
was a screech and another number appeared, this time spinning
from the top right of the screen to the centre.
Numbers and sounds came flying from all directions. By the end of
the presentation we didn’t have a clue what the presentation was
about.
Now this is, of course, an exaggerated example, but if you remember
that this was a businessman that created such a monster, just
imagine what young children or teens will do if they get the chance.
The point here is always to keep your ultimate goal in mind. Why are
you creating this content? How will it illustrate learning and become
part of the learning process? Of course there is a time and place for
students to work on designing a webpage or presentation. It is a
motivation. Nevertheless, considering the limited contact time we
have with students in most cases, it seems prudent to try and focus
as much of our efforts on activities which encourage the use of the
target language.
This isn’t difficult to do. There are diverse roles to be performed in
creating content. If you are making a website you need:
-writers
-editors
-proof writers
-formatters
-administrators
Each of these roles can yield rich language if the activity is designed
carefully. The language input can also be modified for different
language levels by modifying the product involved, as the following
example from Internet and Young Learners

The E-lympics (basic version)
Goal: To compare results of a competition
Language: Comparatives, superlatives, simple past, numbers…
Level: elementary and up. The language can be adjusted to the learning level of the group.
Age: 8 and up
Time: Ongoing
Procedure:
1. Introduce the subject of the Olympic Games to you class. Ask them what kind of sports are played at the
Olympics. Make a list of these sports.
2. Hand out the “E” lympics worksheet. Explain to the children that you are going to hold an “E” lympics at school
and the partner schools are going to do the same.
3. Play the “E” lympics events. If possible take photos with a digital camera.
4. Record the results of the events on the worksheet and send the sheet and the photos to your partner schools.
5. As the partner schools send in their results, record them on a master worksheet.
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Above is the basic activity. It is a straightforward penpal type activity conducted via e-mail.
Below are some variations in each step which require more advanced language skills.

•

•

•

Step 1
–
–
Step 2
–
–
Step 3
–
–
–

Research Olympic Games on the Internet.
Share games with partner schools.
Conduct a live chat with the partner school.
Create a video or audio “commentary”.
Create a Website or “Yahoo” group site.
Work with partner school (s) to design and select content.
Work in virtual teams to edit and post information.

Internet as a third learning space

Final Thoughts

The Internet can also serve as a third learning space, alongside the
individual classroom and the home. Internet activities allow for very
flexible workgroups where students from different classes, schools,
countries, or even continents can work together on projects.

We, as teachers, need to understand that information is constantly
changing, dynamic and context bound. Our lesson plans need to
reflect this reality. To get the most out of the Internet in our
classrooms we need to teach our student higher order thinking skills
and not just vocabulary and grammar. Our students are all actors on
the Internet. Each student contributes to the net’s growth and future.
That is a great responsibility- a responsibility we need to teach.

With a basic learning man agement system (LMS) like moodle, which
is available for free, blended learning environments can be created,
where students share resources and hold discussions online and
then apply what they have learned or discussed in their individual
classrooms.
The Internet can also provide an important link between home and
school. Parents can actively follow their children’s progress and
teachers can communicate more effectively. Digital portfolios are an
immediate application stemming from this idea.All these ideas exist;
they just haven’t trickled down into our EFL classrooms very much so
far.

Gordon Lewis is a teacher, trainer, editor and writer. He wrote
Games for Children, The Internet and Young Learners and
Teenagers in the ‘Resource Books for Teachers Series published by
Oxford University Press. He was a Director of Berlitz’s Young
Learner Programmes in Europe then their Director of Training and
Development Worldwide. He is currently Director of Product
Development for Kaplan English in New York. He is Events
Coordinator of the YL SIG.
weynta@yahoo.de; Tel: 609-213-410

YLSIG PRE-CONFERENCE EVENT
in Aberdeen on 18th April, 2007

Literacy in ELT: the role of the YL professional in developing reading and writing
Presenters
Gordon Wells: Making Meaning with text: What I have come to understand about literacy
Shelagh Rixon: Forward to Basics? YL teachers’ practices in early reading instruction
David R. Hill: The role of class readers in an extensive reading programme
Judy West: The Journey to Literacy: the challenge of the initial stages
Anna Maria Pinter: The role of writing in learning to learn
Brian Tomlinson: High Level Skills for Low Level Learners
Livia Farago: Introducing Literacy in the YL Classroom
Jackie Holderness: Good Guesswork= good reading: the importance of predicting meaning
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LEARNING ENGLISH
WITH THE
INTERNET: A
DIGITAL SYLLABUS
OF STORIES FOR
SPANISH YOUNG
LEARNERS
Dr. Dolores Ramírez Verdugo
and
Dr. Isabel Alonso Belmonte
Introduction
Web sites for children, if appropriately selected and organi sed,
can offer a range of opportunities to develop foreign language
(henceforth, FL) proficiency in a playful and enjoyable context
(cf. Wright & Shade, 1994; Van Scoter, Ellis & Railsback, 2001).
Multimedia applications for FL learning can map a more realistic
picture of the new language and culture into the classroom
including not only linguistic but also paralinguistic features
such as body language, gestures, prosody, etc. which help to
convey meaning to the learners (cf. Brett, 1995; Fidelman, 1997;
Gassin, 1992; Hurley, 1992).
However, while language teachers are progressively aware of the
potential benefits of technology in FL instruction, one challenge
.

they face is how to implement effective technology-based language
tasks. Many professionals feel uncertain on how to take advantage of
the Web to bring part of the world into the FL classroom, especially
when working with young learners. FL teachers are often
overwhelmed by a large quantity of sites and materials which often
exceed the linguistic level and the technological abilities of their
students. Deciding how to use and integrate systematically those
materials within a more traditional methodology demands an extra
effort many full-time teachers cannot afford.
This article’s main aim is to present teachers a proposal of an
Internet-based syllabus for young learners to be integrated in their
English as a Foreign Language (henceforth, EFL) curriculum. The
present syllabus was designed to support and develop the common
objectives, contents and skills worked on by six year old children in
any primary school in Spain, according with the Spanish Law of
Education (LOCE, available at:
http://sid.usal.es/idocs/F3/LYN6125/3-6125.pdf ). At this age, Spanish
children officially initiate their EFL instruction at schools and start
reading and writing in their L1, which facilitates the acquisition of
these skills in L2 as well (cf. Brumfit et al., 1994). LOCE specifically
encourages the use of ICTs in the Primary classroom as a learning
tool and pursues the comprehension of oral messages and the
identification and reproduction of English most common features of
intonation and pronunciation, among the most important objectives to
be achieved by young learners.
The source of the digital materials that integrate the present syllabus
is the Kindersite Project (www.kindersite.org), an international project
based Internet site, hosted in the UK, with the global objective of
providing free access to primary schools around the world to good
graded educational and entertainment content as an aid to an early
introduction to EFL, in a safe and secure environment. Kindersite
offers hundreds of direct links to graded content in the form of
games, songs and stories that teachers and children can use in the
primary English classroom, in a distance-learning scenario or freely
by the children at home (Figure 1)

Figure 1: Display of
Kindersite Project web site
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The present Internet -based syllabus, which was elaborated within a
larger research project aimed at studying the effects and
effectiveness of Internet -based technology on children’s linguistic
outcome in EFL (Cf. Ramírez & Alonso, in press), is integrated with
225 selected activities extracted from Kindersite: 69 stories, 49 songs
and 107 games . For the scope of this article, we will only present the
main characteristics of the 69 selected digital stories that form part of
the syllabus. If appropriately selected, digital stories can prove to be
very useful in developing children’s listening skills. They tend to be
visual, interactive and iterative: usually, young learners have to listen
to and understand simple instructions in order to proceed with the
story by clicking on parts of the screen or the picture. The interactivity
of Internet based stories facilitates sca ffolding learning since children
are, first, actively involved in decoding and understanding the story
(cf. Donato, 1994). Secondly, students are allowed to proceed at
their own pace which also affords a high level of individual control.

offer constructive, active, collaborative learner-centred pedagogies in
FL in which teachers are seen as learning facilitators.

Since most digital stories at Kindersite are targeted at native young
speakers of English, one of our main tasks was to select the most
appropriate materials for non native young learners of English.
Objective criteria such as the simplicity of grammar, vocabulary and
narrative structure were taken into account to make the story
predictable and facilitate comprehension. To test our choices, the
present proposal of digital materials was applied and successfully
validated by six primary teachers of EFL and 220 six year old
c hildren in six state schools in Madrid. These Primary schools

As mentioned in the introduction, 69 digital stories were selected
from Kindersite according to their degree of difficulty (adequate for 6
year old Spanish children) and to the main objectives and contents
specified in the current Spanish Law of Primary Education. Stories
were classified according to two main parameters: topics or major
themes arranged in semantic groups, and notions and concepts such
as actions, abilities, etc. (cf. Cambridge Young Learners English
Test, 2003). The list of topics, notions, functions and concepts
covered by the selected Kindersite digital stories is the following:

Topics

This article describes and illustrates the main characteristics of the
Internet-based syllabus (section 1). In section 2, one of the selected
digital stories extracted from Kindersite is presented and analysed,
as representative of the whole set. Finally, section 3 presents some
pedagogical considerations based on the teachers’ viewpoints about
the effects that the Internet based materials presented here exerted
on the teaching/learning process in their FL classrooms.

Creating an Internet-based syllabus
of digital stories: topics, notions &
concepts and functions

Notions & Concepts

Functions

Animals

Illness

Abilities

Greetings

Apologizing

Body

Mathematics

Actions

Requesting

Comparing

Family
Fairy tales

Places
Safety

Appearance
Colours

Questioning
Giving instructions

Describing
Narrating

Food

Seasons

Feelings

Giving commands

Expressing feelings

Friends

Sports

Numbers

Giving information

Expressing appraisal

Games
Home & House

Time
Weather

Size
Graphs & Phonics

Answering
Expressing ability

Expressing likes & dislikes

Table 1: List of topics, notions & functions and concepts included in the Internet-based syllabus.
Besides, each digital story was characterised according to the
language functions presented (i.e. narrating, following instructions,
requesting, etc.), the main grammatical, lexical or phonetic points
worked on, the language skills (i.e. listening) required from the
student and also the required interface abilities (i.e. listen, watch and
react by clicking on arrows; click on the arrows to follow the story;
click on parts of picture, watch and listen, etc.). The analysis and
classification of the digital stories was carried out with the help of an
Access Data Base and was later edited and printed in t he form of a
booklet for the teachers participating in the project.
During the testing period of these digital stories in the primary
context, EFL teachers connected to www.kindersite.org during their
lessons, selected the specific digital stories placed them into a
password protected personal page (My Page, within the Kindersite
domain). The educator then sent students to My Page through
granting access to his/her My Page so that children could work with
Internet as part of the lesson.

To facilitate a better integration of the digital stories into the teaching
practice, some pre- and post computer work was agreed and
designed by both researchers and teachers. Pre-computer activities
presented to the whole group were intended to activate prior
knowledge about the topics and notions covered in the story. The
aim of post-computer work was to reinforce language acquisition
through pair work and peer-collaboration.

An example of digital story and
tasks
Let us present here an example of an illustrated interactive digital
story titled The Missing Pencil (BBC), which can be taken as
representative of the kind of digital materials which integrate in the
syllabus. “The Missing Pencil” tells the adventures of Micky Maker in
search of his pencil (Figure 2):
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Figure 2: Display of “The Missing Pencil”.

This activity is represented in the Access Data Base provided to EFL teachers as follows:
The Missing Pencil
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/laac/story/pencil/sounds.html
Topics

Season (Autumn); Forest Animals

Notions & Concepts

Location; Colours

Functions

Finding an object; Expressing feelings, Understanding requests and commands

Grammar

Present and past tenses; Prepositions of place; Can you + Infinitive?

Language Skills

Listening

Required Interface Abilities

Listen, watch and react by clicking on objects

Table 2: Analysis and classification of a digital story: The missing pencil.

The animated pictures of “The Missing Pencil” immediately involve
children in the development of the story and contribute to create
curiosity leading to concentration. By catching their attention, the
story motivates them to watch, listen, understand and react. As the
story proceeds, children are asked to respond by clicking on certain

objects appearing on the screen. For example, the narrator asks
learners to ‘click on the tree to see what happens next’ or to ‘click on
the pencil’. Thus, children learn to reply to specific speech functions
(i.e. commands or requests):

Figure 3: Display of “The Missing Pencil” pages.
By collaborating in the ‘narration’ of the story, learners can proceed
at their own pace and become more autono mous in their learning,
enabling teachers to monitor individual learning. Besides, the
interactive and multi -sensory (integrating sound, animation of
pictures and printed text) character of this digital story provides an
immediate context which facilitates vocabulary learning.

In addition, oral language understanding, including pronunciation and
prosody, is very much encouraged by this type of digital narratives
which are especially relevant for non native young learners:
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Figure 4: Display of “The Missing Pencil” pages

To facilitate the exploitation of this activity in the EFL Primary
classroom, some pre and post computer tasks were designed. As
pre-computer work, learners, for instance, reviewed vocabulary on
colours, seasons, parts of the body, feelings, etc. through routine-like
activities. Young learners, then, were taught to connect them with the
new words (i.e. wood animals, acorn, etc) and phrases (i.e. play a
trick) presented and worked out later on in the digital story.
Among the post -computer tasks designed for the exploitation of The
Missing Pencil , young learners were asked to retell the story in
different ways. For example, the teacher provided a prompt that the
learners have to complete: It was a cold autumn… [morning].
Alternatively, the teacher guided the learners in narrating the story
through the strategic use of interrogatives including alternative,
yes/no or Wh- questions: Micky can’t find his pencil, he has lost it, is
he happy or angry?
To sum up, as “The Missing Pencil” shows, digital materials are
enjoyable activities that guarantee a motivating suitable approach to
language learning at an early age and promote EFL comprehension
and learning. The digital content provided helps to supply all of those
necessary requirements for a fruitful and enjoyable first experience
into the foreign language.

Pedagogical considerations
In this article, we have briefly presented an Internet -based syllabus
design for young learners. Our objective was to integrate this digital
syllabus into the EFL Curriculum of Primary Education in Spain.
After the testing period of the above mentioned syllabus in six state
schools in the region of Madrid, teachers who experimentally
implemented it in their EFL lessons regarded our proposal very
positively (cf. Ramírez & Alonso, in preparation). All interviewed
teachers showed consensus on two facts: Internet-based materials
could be fully integrated in the foreign language classroom; and
Internet -based materials could improve L2 learning, especially
vocabulary learning and oral understanding. Among the positive
aspects of the integration of the syllabus in their teaching practice,
they mentioned the importance of having access to real language,
interesting stories and amusing activities. They believed that the use
of technology was very motivating for learners and could promote

collaboration among them. They estimated that students had
improved their global understanding of oral messages with the use of
Internet materials. Finally, they mentioned that this improvement in
listening comprehension had also benefited their pronunciation.
Some negative issues were also raised. Some interface difficulties
and classroom management were mentioned: “It has taken a while
until they have been able to use the web autonomously”, “children
select other links”, “in some stories there is no possibility of rereading
the previous page” or “it is not easy to deal with 20 children working
with the computer at the same time”. In general, the level of the
language in some of the internet materials available nowadays is
complex for young FL learners. Besides, the story-telling pace in
some cases is too rapid even for native children. Among the
suggestions some teachers made, they express their desire to further
explore the use the materials “in class and not only with the
computer”. In other words, they valued positively not only the
computer work but also the pre- and post-computer tasks performed.
Hence, in spite of the reported benefits, the use of technology in the
educational context demands pedagogical innovation as well. In the
early days of CALL, fascinated by the potential capabilities of
technology, many teachers focused on technological issues. At that
time, they seemed unaware of the fact that innovative methodology
was required to integrate satisfactorily the use of computers into the
FL curriculum. Essential pedagogical and methodological issues
were neglected. The potentiality of technology-enhanced language
learning was consequently lost.
Therefore, it is crucial that educators, language and ICT experts
realise that the use of ICT in the classroom implies the change of the
roles not only of the learner, but also of the teacher. The challenge
for the teacher is to integrate well-defined digital tasks, in response to
language learning goals, in his/her daily teaching practice which
enable learners to learn a foreign language (cf. Terry 1998), to
further in the design of adequate tasks for non -native speakers, to
adapt the existent pedagogical practices and to develop new ones.
Future research, therefore, is needed in order to explore the ways
ICT, both on and off line, can help children learn a foreign language.
It is our purpose to proceed in the path initiated. We intend to
continue analyzing and organizing the digital content and designing a
coherent syllabus, lesson plans and methodological guidelines which
may respond to the young learners needs.
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Design a website?
Let’s build one!..
Working with
enthusiastic pupils
This article sets out to explore the process that led to a
class taking an objective on their syllabus one step
further. It looks at the way the methodology employed
provided the necessary conditions for a project as
ambitious a as the creation of a website to occur. The
elements of technology that were involved in the project
are discussed and finally assessment by the parents is
described.

Background
The class was made up of sixteen teenagers aged between 14 and 16.
They had been studying English for a varying period of time at a
private language institute in Lisbon, Portugal . Some had begun at 10,
some only a couple of years earlier. The class level was B1 (Council of
Europe Framework) and they had classes twice a week for 1 hr 30
mins each session. A course book was used as a background text to
support a task-based syllabus. The TBL methodology suited this class
of teenagers. It was a contrast to their regular school syllabus of text
interpretation and grammar exercises which prepares them for national
exams. The definition of a task here was ‘an activity where the target
language is used by the learner for a communicative purpose (goal) in
order to achieve an outcome’ (Willis) It will be shown that this is
precisely what happened with these learne rs.
The final task on the syllabus was one that may be familiar to many –
‘Design a school website’. Immediately the students suggested that
they weren’t going to just design it but that they would build it.
Everyone agreed.

Technology
This was the first aspect addressed. I confess that when the idea of
actually doing a website, ie not just designing it, was suggested, as full
of enthusiasm as I was, I actually had no idea how it was going to
happen. I knew we would need computers - but that was the extent of
my knowledge. Fortunately, the students knew – and there was a core
group of 3 who really did ensure that the project happened.
Powerpoint is a tool that many children learn to use at school. This
was the case with my students and as described by Jones (2004).
Frstly the planning takes place and consequently all the language
related, and the second stage is the content. Linguistically speaking,
the language of discussion, negotiation, agreeing, disagreeing,
persuading can all be fed into the class. Many choices have to be
made and the stronger students - technically speaking are able to go
further by adding animations – sound, effects etc. This is precisely
what happened.

The content
Although some ideas were given by the teacher, the actual content
was decided by the students themselves. The starting point was
Educational plan
the school building
the staff
our best work
An interesting process arose. The European Language Portfolio was
something that had been mentioned in class and we had talked about
choosing best work but it hadn’t really been addressed. Now, however,
was a perfect opportunity – and that is what happened. The students
all began the selection process meticulously working their way through
all their work - choosing , selecting, rejecting pieces that would go onto
the site.

Diary Entries
One interesting piece of work that some chose was their diary entries.
As with many students in Portugal, their speaking skills were superior
to their writing skills. An article I had seen in ETP – April 2003 had the
idea of 100 topics for encouraging students to always speak in English.
Adapted to increase fluency in writing, students were asked to write on
a topic for 15 minutes. This work is not overtly corrected by the
teacher, but rather responded to – with a question or a comment. The
students wanted to put some of these diary entries onto the website.
But in their raw state, they were inappropriate. Correction was needed
but a dilemma arose as this had not been the point of the activity. Was
it valid to now correct them?
As a class we talked together about this, and a solution was found.
Students swapped entries and typed up each others. This way many
mistakes were found, and the whole activity was far more engaging for
the students than had it been the teacher correcting. This also enabled
the learning to become not only active but interactive.

Motivation
Motivation plays a crucial role. If students are motivated, then the
chances of them learning are much greater and thus our job as
teachers becomes more rewarding. The contrary is also true. The topic
of motivation is a fundamental concern to any classroom teacher. It is a
key issue amongst EFL practitioners. However, as Covington( 1998)
mentions: ‘Motivation, like the concept of gravity, is easier to describe
(in terms of its outward, observable effects) than it is to define. ’ So to
clarify this, Tudor (2004) sets out features of positive motivation.

Positive Motivation
They participate actively and willingly with one another in learning
activities
They are attentive to what the teacher and other students say and the
questions they ask.
They do their homework regularly and prepare the next day’s activities
They find input material interesting
They are willing to cooperate with one another or with the teacher
when practical difficulties arise.
They come to class with well-organised notes.
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They are willing to ‘have a go’ even if they find an activity difficult or
unfamiliar. As Tudor continues, the characteristics of poor motivation
largely mirror the above and thus they are not set out here. Thus
student’s motivation influences the classroom dynamics, and what can
or cannot be achieved.

Skills developed
Many skills are needed for website building and ours was just a small
effort. However, for the ELT classroom made up of teenagers many
skills were developed. Cooperation, collaboration, understanding,
listening, negotiating were among them, and of course the English
needed for this. The project also allowed for cr eativity as defined by
Fisher, ‘Creativity means generating outcomes that are original and of
value. ’

The final product
This was of course the website. Actually it wasn’t! It was a PowerPoint
show that didn’t make it to the world wide web. This was f or several
reasons – the school holidays, the class being split up and the teacher
changing. It was disappointing but understandable. Our website had
been created, everyone had participated and it was ready to be
uploaded – whenever the circumstances arose. As we had all worked
believing that it was going to be uploaded and with the fact that we
decided to invite in the parents, the task was real. Thus it was not only
motivating enough to do, but to finish

Inviting the parents in
When the presentation was finally finished, we invited the parents in for
the launch of this our most ambitious project! As anyone who has ever
invited parents into their classroom knows, for the most part parents
and caretakers often have very little idea of what really goes

on in the ELT classroom. The students presented the project. They
talked about what they had done and what they had enjoyed about it.
Then, they showed their respective parents/caretakers what they had
done on the computer. All the parents were impressed, and
commented that really they had had little idea of what went on in the
English Language Classroom.

Conclusion
Technology has evolved so much that writing this nearly a year later, I
know that many of you will be familiar with power point presentations.
For those of you who aren’t, I strongly urge you to try this out with your
students! It involves all the features of positive motivation and thus the
necessary components for learning to take place. As I mentioned, you
can’t actually view this website.. as it didn’t make it to the world wide
web. But I hope that if you do feel inspired to do a similar project, yours
makes it to the world wide web!
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How does the
Interactive
Whiteboard affect
children’s attention?
Mary Carney
It’s a Saturday afternoon in June, in a Hong Kong
language centre. A group of 12 year old Hong Kong
Chinese learners are sitting quite still in a semi-darkened
classroom. Some fidget. Most look straight ahead, blinking
at an enormous screen of projected light. The only sound
is the low hum of a projector and a video camera. I reach
for the light switch…….
Many now look despondently down at sheets of blank paper and
potentially today’s biggest challenge: remembering the order in which
they have just read aloud, and silently, 7 collocational phrases from
an interactive whiteboard. The recall in writing begins. Girls finish
quickly. Boys (it seems) take their time. All pass me their papers. The
entire episode has lasted 4-5 minutes. Vocalising. Reading. Recalling.
Writing. From a bright screen. In a darkened classroom. Tiresome as it
sounds, the test constituted a very minute part of a series of thematic
lessons, and a large part of a Masters research dissertation on
University of York’s MA in TEYL.

The research question
This article is adapted from a paper published by University of York
(2006) which described the findings from a study which I carried out in
2004 into whether attention to language read from an Interactive
Whiteboard (IWB) with classroom lights switched off, produced more
accurate recall in two groups of 22 12 year olds than the same test
used with a traditional whiteboard (TWB) with all classroom lights
switched on. Ultimately, I wanted to know how, if at all, classroom
lighting, particularly the projected light of the interactive whiteboard,
affected children’s attention.

Lighting and learning
Where did it all begin? Around 70 years ago, it seems. The role of
lighting in classroom performance is documented in US studies from
the mid-1930's, many upholding appropriate use of classroom lighting’s
role in reducing off -task behaviour, improving test scores and upping
overall achievement.
The effects of light therapy (light strengths and colours) on child
dyslexia, learning difficulties, poor concentration and performance in
US mainstream teaching contexts are also documented, many studies
equating "good" lighting (i.e. well lit) with "good" learning. However,

one study carried out in US schools in the late 1950’s, which looked at
the relation between visual tasks and how lighting levels affected task
performance, concluded that an identical amount of light was required
to perform any visual task of equal difficulty (Cooper 1958 in Ferenczi
1997).
Recent UK studies appear not to have focused specifically on the
effects of the IWB’s light, although, distraction has been studied in
IWB-using children with multiple learning difficulties (O'Sullivan 2004).
The distractibility of over-emphasis on the IWB presentation process in
UK Primary learners (Cogill 2003) has also been noted.

Lighting and affect
Various affective disorders such as binge eating, depression, SAD
(seasonal affective disorder), Alzeimers, jet-lag, and shift-work
insomnia, have been treated by light therapy. For example, indoor dim
lighting has been found to curb inhibitions in teenagers, to the extent
that it encourages binge eating (Kasof 2002). Studies using dawn
simulation lights woke teenagers from their sleep more easily (Terman
1996; Brainard 1997). Bear in mind many of these experiments were
carried out 50 years ago, when knowledge, and range, of electric
lighting (and electronic equipment in general) was more limited than
now. What may explain some of these studies' outcomes, is the brain's
pineal gland, which is affected by light.

The effects of light on the brain
The hypothalamus – the nerve centre for primitive physical and
emotional behaviour – receives and sends light/dark information, via
the retina and nerve impulses, to the pineal gland. When light does not
stimulate the hypothalamus, melatonin – a hormone derived from
serotonin which controls the sleep/wake (circadian) cycle - is released.
Light, used sensitively, it seems, can lower inhibitions and affect mood.
The ancient Greeks believed the pineal gland was our link to the
realms of thought – Descartes even called it the ‘seat of the soul’.
However, despite over 2000 years of awareness of the link between
the pineal gland, light, and thought, no clear, satisfactory physiological
or biochemical theory appears to fully explain the mechanism by which
bright, or dimmed, light works on the brain. Given this dearth of
physiological evidence, I adopted skepticism from the outset.

Children’s attention
I studied the attention levels of two groups of 12 yr olds not because
they were noticeably inattentive, but in the belief that children’s
attention can change according to how a classroom is lit, and
according to which type of whiteboard they read from – one that glows
versus one that does not.
All children within the age groups tend to vary in their distractibility
levels, though longer periods of concentration are often noticeable in
older children who seem to exploit various strategies to buffer
themselves from distraction. These strategies can differ from child to
child and this was evident in the two classes I studied. Distractibility is
useful to teachers if it reveals ways of engaging children, and in my
case I noticed the following: after IWB use became compulsory for
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teachers in my teaching centre from September 2003, my occasional
use of a TWB produced initial expressions of dismay in my young
learners – I wondered, therefore if the IWB’s ability (or lack of) to
sustain children’s attention should become my main focus. It did.

The learners
All my research subjects were finishing Primary school, and had
attended the language centre for 9 months. Relative homogeneity
was assumed from their shared L1 (Cantonese), the syllabus, their
familiarity with communicative activities/routines and a male majority
in both groups.
Heterogeneity was evid ent from their spoken/written English levels,
reflecting a mix of Chinese-medium school-goers (receiving one hour
of English per day), and English medium school -goers (learning
subjects through English). Different starting points in their English
learning was evident, from 9 years (for Hong Kong born EMI learners)
to one year for some recently arrived Mainland Chinese learners who
had since been attending CMI schools, and whose level was,
interestingly, not far behind that of the others.

The classroom research
Using a series of say-read-look-write activities, with two classes (to
increase reliability), for a short period over a number of lessons, each
one week apart, I alternated between an IWB one lesson, and a TWB
the next. I thought it important to check what language the learners
knew to begin with, and to see if short 'lexical chunks' elicited, read and
memorised through the auditory and visual channels, were appropriate,
and what would result from a memory test.
I therefore first collected baseline data with both classes (which I
taught back to back) in a lesson on the theme of 'The Body'. Students
drew around one student's body in each of four groups. Body parts
were labelled (using cards) and fed back whole-class. Collocations
describing emotional cues using non-verbal gestures which carry social
meaning, (e.g. smacking the forehead when you forget something etc)
were elicited and written on flashcards. Students listened, repeated,
and then read them first chorally, then silently, from the cards st uck on
the wall in descending order. The cards were removed and recall was
tested by writing (in order of descent), the collocations on blank paper.
1. Shrug your shoulders
2. Nod your head
3. Scratch your ankle
4. Smack your forehead
5. Rub you r elbow
6. Pat your stomach
7. Blink your eyes
I followed this up with two cycles of tests over a number of lessons. In
each lesson I elicited more collocational multi -word units on the same
theme (the body) but this time wrote 7 of them on the IWB with
classroom lights off in one lesson and in the next, the following week,
on the TWB, with all overhead (fluorescent) lights switched on.

Students listened, repeated, read aloud, read silently and wrote in the
order they remembered having read the collocations, and I
quantitatively analysed their responses.
The video recordings of behaviour of 5 students in each group while
they read in each environment (both aloud and silently) allowed me to
examine, and quantitatively analyse, their behaviour using what I
considered to be a set of low inference descriptors of behaviour
indicating attention level. I analysed the results according to medium
(IWB or TWB), reading task (aloud or silent), group and gender. The
descriptors counted instances of eye gaze direction (when divided)
fidgeting, disruption of the task, asking teacher irrelevant questions,
engagement in horseplay, and speaking to nearby students.
I triangulated evidence of the children’s behaviour (while being tested),
with the test results and data gathered from questionnaires and
interviews with the students themselves on the subject of lighting in
classrooms, particularly their views on the attention-sustaining (or not)
capacity of the IWB

Findings
Differences between the recall test results in both groups were
minimal. However, gender differences according to task and medium in
both groups were clearly apparent. The results, overall, suggested that
the girls’ attention was consistent in all tests, from the baseline to
testing using both the IWB and the TWB.
Baseline
Flashcards & daylight

Girls
61%

Boys
23%

2 Cycles
IWB & lights OFF

Girls
63%

Boys
72%

TWB & lights ON
Total

67%
65%

49%
60%

Boys’ recall, on the other hand, was low in the baseline test (which
used daylight) but appeared to improve dramatically when recalling
from the IWB with lights off, compared with their more mediocre recall
after reading from the TWB with classroom lights on. The video
evidence showed interesting patterns in the students’ behaviour
according to task. Both sexes appeared slightly calmer when
reading chorally from both whiteboards although distraction was still
apparent. Girls seemed minimally distracted when reading chorally, but
this was mainly from the TWB, whereas boys seemed slightly more
distracted, dividing their attention (albeit minimally), when reading
chorally from both whiteboards.
Silent reading produced an altogether stronger pattern, particularly
from the TWB, reading from which seemed to induce significantly more
restlessness (double the amount of divided eye contact with the board,
and spoken instances). Attention, overall, was low in both sexes,
though the boys strayed off task, fidgeted, and divided eye-gaze
slightly more than girls, and chatted! Silent reading from the IWB
showed almost equal distraction in both sexes, and the boys appeared,
again slightly more distracted than the girls.
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Interviews and questionnaires revealed overall positive attitudes
towards use of the IWB. What all learners liked about it was its visual
impact, user-friendliness, its interest value and ludic value. Emotional,
aesthetic and hygienic values, (hygiene is all- important in the postSARS Hong Kong young learner psyche) although mentioned, seemed
of less importance . They disliked technical problems, teachercentredness and illegibility.

Conclusion
What can we conclude, then? Perhaps two things. One, that learning
styles and classroom behaviour differ according to gender, though the
degree to which classroom lighting influences these styles and
behaviours is uncertain (despite the dramatic differences in the boys’
recall from one test to the next). Secondly that small -scale classroom
research involving the use of technology should not be read in black
and white, i.e. recalling accurately from a screen that glows in dim
lighting is 'good'; fluorescent brightness, distraction and poor recall
from an un-glowing screen is 'bad'. Teaching can be to blame for
student inattentiveness as much as the child’s developmental
timetable, or classroom lighting. Children’s inattention to what is being
‘taught’ (recall of order of 7 collocations) and how, (through rote
learning) can be a case of teacher-skills-shortcoming, rather than the
'inattentive’ learner’s inability to recall with consistency. Furthermore,
video analysis of behaviour, when using low-inference descriptors,
might be better validated if rated by more than one observer. Fidgeting
(e.g. pulling hair, scratching) might signify distraction for one observer,
and concentration for another.
Boys did seem more attentive to the IWB in my study, however. From a
teacher education perspective, this mini finding may inform our
approach to fulfilling boys’ particular need for help with task
engagement – if use of an IWB in a dimly lit classroom works better to
capture boys’ interest, then we should exploit this. Careful
consideration of when and how to do it, of the variables associated with
children’s attention to tasks, and acceptance that there is, as yet, unfirm evidence of the effects of lighting on the brain, may also be
necessary.
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Word processor –
friend or foe?
Kate Gregson

instruction schools. Others, however, have more limited exposure to
English in the environment, which results in mixed level and ability
classes. Each class was held in a classroom equipped with eight
student workstations and an interactive whiteboard.

Design
Over the last decade and more, ELT has embraced
technology for a whole range of teaching and learning
purposes and is constantly looking at new developments,
seeking ways to integrate them into classroom practice.
While many of these advances are exciting and have
allowed teachers to be highly creative in and out of the
classroom, there is a potential danger that some practices
may be driven by the technologies they wish to use, rather
than the technology being created or modified to suit a
pedagogical purpose. Does the technology in fact enhance
teaching and learning processes? Or are there in fact
some hidden dangers behind the ‘wow factor’? It seems
important to step back and look at one’s own context and
analyse whether the technology benefits the learners and
the learning process.
Kemmis and McTaggart (in Cohen et al 2000:227) suggest action
research helps improve rationality and justify educational practices;
others, Wallace (1998) for example, emphasize it as a tool to inform
future practice. Bearing this in mind, and considering one of perhaps
the most common uses for technology in the classroom, I carried out a
small scale action research project comprising a compar ative study of
computerized and paper-based media in writing with young learners.
This article is adapted from a paper first published by the University of
York (2006) and describes the design and findings of a study carried
out in 2004 as part of the MA in TEYL programme from the University
of York.
In the investigation, I aimed to look into some effects of word processing on written production, evaluating it as a tool in the YL
classroom. In order to narrow the focus to allow for objective,
quantitative analysis, I decided to looked specifically at the range and
accuracy of verb form as a way of measuring and describing ‘good
writing’. I used other qualitative data techniques to triangulate the study
and to gain a broader impression of issues surrounding the main focus.

Background
The research was carried out over a 10 -week period with 12-13 year
old EFL learners at the British Council Hong Kong. English is fairly
widely spoken here, and is held as an important skill in the community
by many educators and employers. Some of the students speak
English at home with domestic helpers, or attend English medium

I collected data using a number of techniques from several sources;
written work from a sample of ten groups of two or three students was
taken from a population consisting of two classes of 24 learners, as
well as two learner questionnaires to all 48 learners and informal
interviews. British Council teachers were also surveyed locally and
globally to gather views and experiences. I made further use of field
notes, journal entries, and interactive whiteboard flipchart files.
I designed the research specifically to complement the syllabus, and,
to encourage representative performance, students were not told the
details of the research focus, simply that the questionnaires would
inform a study. I collected baseline data in the first lesson where
learners interviewed their partner and then wrote about him or her.
Although the students were guided towards using a range of verb form,
it was not explicitly required to complete the task. I then analsyed the
scripts looking at incidence of verb form students attempted.
All students completed a questionnaire to reveal computer experience
at home and school, in particular word-processing, their feelings
towards perceived knowledge and skill at using computers and
keyboards in particular. This allowed for depth and breadth of analysis,
reducing the risk of making assumptions when analyzing data, and for
triangulation of the study.
The main investigation was conducted in two cycles. Over a series of
lessons, I extended the ‘space’ theme from the coursebook into a
project in which groups of students worked together to devise a story
where an astronaut flies to another planet and meets an alien. To this
end, learners were required to ‘create’ their astronauts and aliens – the
topic of the descriptive writing tasks in each respective cycle.
In the first cycle, students created and wrote about their astronaut
having read about and made guided notes about genuine astronauts
on the NASA website. I designed the tasks to guide and encourage
use of a range of verb forms, the same as at the baseline stage. The
first class wrote their description on paper, the second using Microsoft
Word. I helped where necessary, but gave no guidance on
grammatical accuracy. The second cycle varied in design of the initial
task, but similar guidelines and support were given for the written
production stage to try to keep verb forms constant. At this stage,
students created their aliens, but the medium was reversed so the first
class wrote on paper, the second using Microsoft Word. I kept the
tasks as similar as possible to increase reliability and validity, but
modified them slightly to keep interest and motivation. No writing tasks
were set in the period between the two cycles as it could have
corrupted the study.
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Baseline

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Topic

My
partner

→

Astronauts

→

Aliens

Class
‘A’

Pen &
paper

→

Pen & paper

→

Microsoft
Word

Class
‘B’

Pen &
paper

→

Microsoft
Word

→

Pen &
paper

In the following lesson, all students completed a brief reaction
questionnaire, in an attempt to find out whether any motivational
factors were important, such as preference of medium, topic or any
issues with working in groups. I also conducted informal interviews.
Several factors seemed important when I selected the sample of
learners, including gender, size of group and attendance. Once
selected, I analysed the scripts number of verb forms attempted and
their accuracy. I took field notes to give subjective, impressionistic data
to triangulate the study. Finally, all data was cross-referenced to
produce a second set of results, to try to uncover possible causes for
trends or variances.

Findings
The range of findings reflected that of data collection techniques and
sources. Some I found most relevant and interesting are as follows:
 All students had computers at home, which is fairly typical in
Hong Kong, and used, mostly, basic applications, such as
Email, Internet, Microsoft Word and, of course, games. Most
also used computers regularly at school.
 Learners’ self -perceived competence and skills varied, but
confidence in keyboard skills seemed generally high.
Although most learners felt positive towards using
computers, there were some mixed reactions and a small
number of learners expressed a dislike.


Teachers expressed very mixed views towards using
computers in the YL classroom, although were generally
positive. Word-processing packages were used frequently,
and teachers mostly felt syntax and grammatical accuracy,
spelling, quality, motivation and involvement benefited, but
that range of verb form remained unchanged.



Overall, word -processed writing produced more accurate
verb form than pen -and-paper: 65%:54% and 82%:70% for
the two classes respectively.
The range of verb form attempted remained constant for the
first class at 13 per script on average. It in creased
dramatically on paper in the second class from 10 to 14,
although some statistical anomalies may have caused this, a
potential danger with small studies.





Students mostly preferred writing about astronauts,
regardless of medium, and they felt they performed better in
this task.



Students said using word-processors was quicker, neater
and more fun, although there were three who specifically
disliked writing on computers. These were, incidentally, the
only learners who achieved 100% accuracy on wordprocessor!

When cross-referencing the data, I discovered some further interesting
results. All baseline averages were lower than cycle averages. It
seems task or topic may have influenced this, as the investigation
occurred over a relatively short period, so increase in general level was
unlikely. In the main cycles, there was a slight correlation between
confidence in word-processing, including keyboard skills, and higher
accuracy levels on word processor. Two groups attained 100% wordprocessed accuracy, yet their members differed in confidence and
preference. Groups showing similar or increased accuracy on paper
seemed to have less home exposure, experience and/or lower
confidence with computers.
An interesting area which would warrant a separate study was
differences between genders. Data analysis showed male groups
produced substantially shorter texts, with low range, yet they mostly
showed strong preference for using computers. Variation in range was
particularly limited for boys. Only females expressed dislike of using
computers, yet only female groups achieved 100% accuracy wordprocessed. Jurich (2000) suggests males may be less intimidated by
computers; furthermore Fontaine (2000) mentions perception of
technology as a male domain can cause psychological barriers and
technophobia in females, possibly reflected here in the qualitative
rather than quantitative aspect of the study.

Comparison with other studies
Results of the investigation suggested improved accuracy of verb form
when writing on word-processor; effect of medium on range of verb
form attempted was somewhat inconclusive however. Little difference
in range was evident between cycles, although some evidence that
topic affects production seemed apparent from learner questionnaires;
motivation and experience also seemed influential.
Improvements in accuracy would suggest learners made use of
grammar check functions, although this was not observed or
commented on by learners. Teachers also commented negatively
about grammar check functions. Neu and Scarcella (in Slaouti 2000)
mention improved concentration when using computers, especially
regarding grammatical accuracy, and it was observed that learners
identified mistakes and corrected each others’ mistakes more readily
on the computer, as Daiute (1985) and James (2000) have also noted.
It seems likely that a complex interplay of medium, task situation,
audience, language proficiency and familiarity affect grammatical
accuracy. In addition, a study by Haas (in Levy 1997) found less
conceptual planning when word-processing, which could be reflected in
shorter texts with lower verb range in this investigation.
Results also showed motivation and experience may be influential.
Piper (1987) suggests learners view word-processing as a useful skill,
therefore motivating, which was specifically commented on by two
learners here. He also suggests that higher commitment levels and
enthusiasm lead to increased accuracy using computers, and that
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there is more concentration and desire for perfection, especially
concerning grammar and syntax. Daiute (1985) mentions preadolescents find hand-writing tedious, computer-based writing more
fun, which was reflected in learners’ comments.

Action Research as a tool for
professional development in the IT
classroom.
The process of conducting the research allowed me to feel the
potential power of action research first hand. It also confirmed a belief
that investigation into the pedagogical issues surrounding the use of
technology in the classroom is vital as assumptions, however basic, do
not always hold true. In the case of more recent technological
developments and equipment, such as interactive whiteboards,
blogging or podcasting, it seems vital that research is carried out into
real effects on teaching and learni ng processes, as well as into
whether value is really added, in an attempt to prevent technology driven practice. This can be done at a local level through tools such as
action research, whether conducted by individuals or collaboratively.
The process of researching the topic, planning, conducting and
reflecting on the study was beneficial not only in terms of the potential
consequences on classroom practice, but was also a highly valuable
experience on both a personal and professional level. We are able to
share our experiences in the workplace and the broader TEYL
community, through INSET sessions, discussion forums and
publications, to develop a broader knowledge base in the profession. It
has also allowed a shift in my own attitude towards the use of all forms
of technology in the YL classroom, encouraging me to think beyond the
possibly somewhat superficial motivational effects technology may
have with YLs, to consider pedagogical issues more deeply and to
question my assumptions more seriously.
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OBSERVATIONS OF
THE USE OF ICT IN
AN ENGLISH
PRIMARY SCHOOL
Angel Martinez
and
Mara Rodriguez Fonteboa
The spread of English around the world has opened new
models of teaching languages. Among these is a new
project for Spanish state schools: the Primary school
bilingual project which began in Madrid two years ago
and since then, qualified teachers come to Englan d to
attend a teacher training course. Part of the course
involves a primary school placement where Spanish
teachers can observe what English teachers actually do
and what English children learn in their classrooms. We
chose to focus on what we considered the most
innovative resource we had a chance to see: the use of
computers and how they were applied in a practical way.
We focused on two different uses of ICT: the white board
and PowerPoint. Our comments should be interesting for
those teachers who do no t have a chance to visit other
classes to look for new ICT ideas .

The White Board
Angel’s observation begins in the heart of Education: a Reception
class. These pupils are four-five year olds and are beginning their
journey through the Educational System.
Let me begin with a description of the board. It consists of a projector
hanging from the ceiling which allows the image of the computer to
be seen on a board that is similar to the traditional one we are so
used to in our classes. This board is rectangular and it measures
approximately 100 x 70 cm. The board has four pens under it and an
eraser. This allows pupils to write in four different colours and to
erase at their own pace. In this class it was hung on the wall near the
teacher’s area. Two speaker s were also hung above the board.
So how is it used? The class teacher allowed me to watch a lesson
where kids interact with the board. The main uses I had a chance to
see included:
 Pupils listening to stories while watching them. They can
interact by using their fingers (which are like a mouse) to press
buttons. By doing this they can, for example, see special effects
and they can control the voices of the story. Pupils are very fond
of theses stories and have a wide range to choose from.
 Science work is done in different ways: pupils can explore
different environments e.g. the countryside. The interesting fact









is that they have a chance to interact with the environment by
using their fingers. I loved the activity where a collection of
materials piled up were then recycled by dragging them into the
correct recycling containers. I believe it’s important to make
pupils aware of the importance of recycling at a very young age
and the interactive use of the whiteboard helped achieve this.
Writing and drawing: Pupils can draw or write whatever they
want by dragging their fingers across the screen. There are
interesting options for them and for teachers. For instance,
teachers can record how students build their work to focus on
forming words.
Music: A keyboard appears on the screen allowing pupils to
learn melodies and play different instruments. Again, work can
be recorded, but this time on fun memory work.
Digital blue: With the help of a movie camera connected to an
USB port, the teacher records classroom images and then adds
special effects, such as a bug flying across the screen. Children
love watching their movies. Options include pausing and
repeating.
Pen pals for writing: A man on the screen makes movements
which pupils imitate while watching the vocabulary underneath.
It allows a lot of TPR activities.

These are some of the uses I had the chance to see. I now look
forward to having this amazing resource in my Spanish classroom.
Fun and learning, for sure.

PowerPoint → Windows Movie
Maker
Mara’s observation is in a Year 3 class. They are almost at a half
way stage in their journey through primary school.

THE DIRECTOR'S CUT
Imagine the scene. Twenty eight -year-olds, who have spent some
hours of the previous days making presentations and transforming
them into films, are now listening to their teacher and waiting for the
premiere of their first film.
Besides being a primary teacher, he is also an expert in ICT. He
knows how to be inspiring, how to keep control and how to get the
best out of his pupils. As part of his ICT teaching, he wanted the
children to improve and extend their narrative skills by teaching them
how to use PowerPoint to create digital texts based on their own
stories. These stories could be about favourite things, their
biographies...
The motivation and enthusiasm generated by this project was
overwhelming. All the children focused on producing interesting and
exciting digital texts, adding music and sounds (files with their own
voices recorded), transition effects, animations...
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And, to finish the project, Lights, Camera, Action! The pupils turn the
PowerPoint presentations into films using Windows Movie Maker.
They even added credits!
This is how I enjoyed stories about pets, music bands, Doctor Who,
Star Wars, pupils’ biographies... or the astonishing story "The Girl
and the Yeti" which made me think of an old silent movie.
Let's see Ella, "How does it feel to see your first film shown on a big
screen?"
We are both looking forward to applying the motivating ideas we
observed in Norwich to our English lessons in Spain. We will try our
best to integrate interactive uses of ICT into the bilingual programme.

Angel Martinez is a Spanish Primary teacher currently working
at CEIP El Cantizal, Las Rozas, Madrid
Mara Rodriguez Fonteboa is a teacher at CEIP Doctor
Tolosa Latour, Madrid, Spain.

Subject Materials
and Publishers’
Websites for the
CLIL Teacher
Context and rationale

wanting to do the best for their pupils, but they soon find out that
structuring and implementing CLIL modules is not as straightforward
and easy as they may have imagined at the beginning. One of the
questions they have asked me more frequently over the years is
“Where can we find suitable teaching materials?”, meaning by that
both appropriate to learners’ age and accurate in terms of subjectspecific language.
In Italy, CLIL teachers have easy access to a rich market of foreign
publishers who produce materials in L2 for foreign language
teaching. Due to CLIL’s relatively short heyday, however, none of
them seems to have a good enough selection of resources for CLIL
teachers yet – some of them are now starting to diversify their
production, but the range of publications is still limited. Teachers can
also explore the internet, where they can find a wealth of
documents/materials they can use as a starting point, but unless they
search in CLIL-dedicated websites, most of what they find is written
for the general public, and as such it does have some limitations:
being written for purposes that are not educational and by people
whose competence in English can sometimes be uncertain, it is often
not immediately applicable in class and may be linguistically
inaccurate, becoming heavy on the CLIL teacher’s time.
As part of my own professional development as a teacher educator, I
spent some time in the UK recently focusing on CLIL, and I found
that subject publishers in the English-speaking world can be an asset
for the foreign CLIL teacher, and that exploring their publication list
can solve many problems. I started to analyse and classify printed
textbooks and support materials available in the UK for UK pupils.
Through the printed materials I got to know publishers’ websites,
which I spent a good deal of time visiting and exploring. My search
enabled me not only to go back home with lots of reference titles to
pass on to teachers and with a good list of useful websites, but also
to produce two lists of criteria which I found relevant to my own
purposes and which other CLIL teachers may want to use as
guidelines in their searches as well:
1.
a list of criteria of “good” teaching materials produced in
the UK or other English speaking countries for their
internal markets, which may be suitable for CLIL
2.
a list of quality criteria for publishers’ websites.

Sandra Lucietto
“CLIL is the solution for the future of language learning”, we are
told by po liticians… “Children who learn through CLIL will be
more motivated and will get better results both in the language
and the curriculum subject” we hear at Conferences...
Many teachers are indeed attracted by CLIL’s promised land, given
that the profession gets tougher and tougher as school years go by:
kids seem to be more and more disaffected with being at school,
classes become more and more mixed -ability and difficult to manage,
parents want their kids to have every possible opportunity to learn
more effectively and more quickly… In the last three or four years I
have witnessed a burgeoning of CLIL projects in schools of all levels
and denominations in the area where I work (Trento, Italy).
In my experience, teachers who set themselves the task of
developing CLIL programmes are generally enthusiastic, really

Key features of a subject textbook for
native speakers of English useful to CLIL
teachers in other countries
In looking through published materials for English children and
teenagers at school, I began to form some ideas about what I wanted
to find in a textbook which I could recommend to CLIL teachers back
home.
1. the language of the book should be accessible to the foreign
CLIL teacher, who often is a non-language specialist, and
whose language competence may be between A2+(?), B1, and
B2 of the CEFR;
2.. the materials should contain subject-specific language, which
subject teachers do have in their first language, but they very
rarely have in the foreign language, and which language
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3.

teachers (even teachers who are native speakers of English) do
not possess at all;
classroom language (instructions, guidelines to children)
should be provided alongside tasks – language that the CLIL
teacher can learn and use to manage the class, being
reassured that is it both correct and comprehensible;
4. a lot of visual aids (diagrams, graphs, photographs, mind
maps...) are invaluable to help comprehension of input and
of task procedures;
5. a task-based approach is preferable to a lot of descriptive
chunks which students should understand and summarise
or learn by heart (i.e. subject competence built by doing
rather than by studying the theory of it);
6. a presentation at the beginning and a summary at the
end of each chapter are very useful, to set the goals
clearly and to explain what everything is meant to
contribute to in terms of building knowledge and skills; this
meta-cognitive aspect enhances learning;
7. an index and a glossary at the end of the volume enables
students to clarify where to find topics in the book and what
words mean in the subject domain;
8. a weblink section to related websites, both academic and
more generalist, is very helpful to both teachers and
learners, to explore a topic further/find supplementary
materials;
9. a teacher’s book to accompany the textbook and
workbook is desirable. In it less experienced teachers can
find tips on how to approach a topic or how to structure a
lesson;
10. many supplementary materials should complement the
textbook (timesavers: workbooks with/out keys, posters,
worksheets...) for individualised work;
11. all this should come at a reasonable price, as the CLIL
teacher needs to farm ideas from many different
resources, and scho ols often have limited budgets and
internal competition on how to subdivide them.

Quality features of a publisher’s website
Visiting websites can be a very exciting experience or a letdown to
quickly forget, depending on how the site is organised and how
quickly one can find what s/he needs. Some websites are very user friendly to get around, others are very difficult to understand in terms
of internal logic; some are very rich in downloadable materials, some
do not even show the cover page of their books /materials. My search
led to some wonderful discoveries - sites that are really worth
exploring and are “a mine of opportunities”, and to some frustrations
as well. On the basis of several days’ experience I drew my own
checklist of what I would like to find in a website:
1.

2.

the website should not be a black hole. By that I mean a
site you can get into, but you cannot come out of. It did
happen, and it was a frustrating experience because all the
pages I had just visited disappeared before I could go back
and save what I wanted, and I had to start again;
pages should come up quickly. Not everybody has
access to broadband, and in many countries internet use is

still expensive, so I’d rather do without wonderful
animations that take up to 5 minutes just to appear and
allow you to enter the site;
3. pages should contain only relevant info. I found pages
containing whole chunks I had to read before I realised
they were of no interest to what I was trying to explore, and
that I was wasting a lot of time;
4. there should be a clear banner with useful key sections
on top. Keys are generally there on websites, but it is vital
that they are clear in meaning and take the visitor to
relevant pages: I remember spending almost half an hour
trying to find a page with contact numbers and e-mails on
one occasion, with no luck at the end;
5. user-friendly organisation of the site, including a site
map. Clear navigation routes: getting around should be
simple, there’s nothing more depressing than visiting a
website where you get lost or you can not trace your way
back, or you have to explore it all before deciding it was
not worth a visit;
6. easy-to-find materials. By that I mean pages with clear
directions on where to go, where the teacher does not
have to apply major thinking skills to be able to find
materials. At times I knew a book should be there
somewhere, because I had the printed version in front of
me, but I could not find it on line;
7. the presence of interactive pages is one of my favourites.
There are websites where if you click on the cover page of
a publication you are taken to see the contents page, and
from there to sample pages, which enables you to see how
the book is organised and what it actually contains.
INVALUABLE to help decide whether you want to buy the
book or not;
8. downloadables. Another favourite of mine: A4 resources
for busy teachers, like worksheets, tasks, etc, which can
supplement lessons. Well thought materials that you can
save onto your computer and print when needed, which
some publishers offer for free;
9. on-line shopping. Very useful, especially if you have been
able to explore the book you want through visiting
interactive pages;
10. e-mail order of (or downloadable) complete free
catalogue. Sometimes it is not easy to find a catalogue, as
if some publishers do not have a printable/printed version
of all their publications any more. Something tangible to
flick through and discover things you have not seen on line
may be very useful;
11. e-mail contact . Sometimes you just want to be able to
contact a human being at the other side of virtual reality
because you may need to clarify or ask something specific.
It may seem odd, but sometimes contact names and
addresses are not easily accessible;
12. last but not least (and with a bit of self-irony on my part),
the font size should be suitable for 50-year-olds, for the
very practical reason that teachers’ average age is
increasing in many countries (in Italy it is well over 50), so
having to read pages which are font 6.5 or smaller if you
want to have the whole page in front of you is a useless
torture!
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Shortlisted websites (as starters only…)
www.egmont.co.uk
www.schofieldandsims.co.uk
www.letts-successzone.com
www.beam.co.uk
www.cgpbooks.co.uk
www.scholastic.co.uk
www.ricgroup.com.au
www.curriculumvisions.com
www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
www.edco.ie

Sandra Lucietto is a teacher educator who works at IPRASE
del Trentino, the Pedagogical Institute of the autonomous province of
Trento, Northern Italy. She has been involved as a consultant in quite
a few school-based CLIL projects in the province. She belongs to a
multiregional CLIL research group that have investigated quality
criteria for CLIL projects. Their approach is described in Il futuro è
CLIL, a volume published by Iprase del Trentino (2006) which can be
ordered free of charge from the website www.iprase.tn.it . The group
is currently working on a second volume which will contain case
studies of examples of good practice in North -eastern Italy (spring
2007)

Because computers are machines, without expectations and with
infinite patience, they can provide a safe context for children to try
out ideas.
Creative use of ICT in the classroom can promote inclusion and
reflect cultural and linguistic diversity. Pupils who have had very little
experience of using ICT can engage in exciting activities that are
accessible with even very limited English language knowledge.
Similarly ICT literate pupils can explore ICT based activities that are
not dependent on an equivalent level of fluency in English. Learners
can showcase and share their work which has positive motivational
effects and raises self-esteem.
The use of multimedia in presenting information is an important way
of supporting access for the learner. ICT gives us the means to add
pictures, sound and video, to use key visuals and graphic organisers,
and to use the wealth of content rich sources from a range of
cultures, that can be found on the internet. The use of word
processing technology, in particular talking word processors, opens
up an infinite range of opportunities. The combination of spoken,
written, visual and picture support gives the learner the scope to
engage in meaningful curriculum focussed activities at a linguistic
level that is matched to their level of English language development.
Clicker is an example of a piece of software that has been widely
recognised for its benefits for learners of English as an additional
language. It is a powerful, easy-to-use writing support and
multimedia tool, based on grids and screens, which enable you to
write with whole words, phrases or pictures and to engage in a
wealth of multimedia activities using pictures, photos, video and
sound. The latest version, Clicker 5, has a modern look and is based
on the latest technologies.

Using ICT to support
young learners who
are non-native
speakers of English
Dawn Lama
The use of ICT to support young learners of EAL is
becoming increasingly common place in the mainstream
and specialist classroom. The value of using ICT is
considerable and works on a variety of levels to support
both teaching and learning. The motivational aspect of
ICT is clear. Pupils who are very new to learning a new
language find activities on the computer that they can do
instantly. Also they feel that here is something that they
can do, and often as well as, if not better than, their
peers.
Rupert Wegerif in his research into the use of ICT with EAL learners
identifies the benefit of the ‘objectivity of computers’:

Clicker Grids can be designed to meet a variety of teaching
objectives and learner needs. They can range from very simple
picture/word matching activities, to sentence building activities, to
talking books, to video presentations. The levels of interactivity
enable learners to approach learning in a variety of ways.
Clicker Writer is Clicker's talking word processor - you can type into
this with the keyboard, or you can click on items in the Clicker Grid to
send them into Clicker Writer. Clicker 5 offers EAL learners the
opportunity to build up their use of written English with as much or as
little scaffolding as they require.
Activities can be built up from simple labelling activities through a
range of sentence building grids. So for example, pupils at the early
stages of learning English could select the correct label from a
choice.
A pupil at the developing stage could create simple sentences using
a ‘forced order’ grid which ensures they choose from the correct
group of words by disabling the other groups. Cells can be colour
coded to distinguish parts of speech or sentences, so learners can
focus very tightly on specific skills, e.g. grammar, sentence building,
or story building.
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Pupils who are at a more advanced stage may use the support of a
pop-up word bank to make their own talking book or make use of a
writing frame to structure their texts within a particular genre.
Speech and sound are particularly import ant aspects of Clicker for
English language learners, providing valuable opportunities for
speaking and listening as well as reinforcement of learning. The
realistic software speech with UK accent offers opportunities for the
learner to hear the spoken word as many times as they need to.
They simply right click in a cell to hear its content. They also receive
instant feedback on anything they write in Clicker Writer. So they can
see the word or phrase, listen to it, write, and then listen to a
completed s entence.

References
Wegerif, Rupert. The role of ICT as catalyst and support for
dialogue . Retrieved 16th June 2006 from
http://www.naldic.org.uk/docs/resources/documents/TheroleofICTasc
atalystandsupportfordialogue.pdf
Dawn Lama works for Coventry’s Minority Group Support Services
as an Advisory teacher for English as an Additional Language. She is
an EAL consultant who also works free-lance part-time and is a
specialist in the use of ICT to support English language learning.

In addition real speech can easily be recorded providing the
opportunity for practising English and for the home language to be
used to support and encourage the learner. The pop-up sound
recorder is an excellent feature encouraging learner output in a nonthreatening environment. It allows the pupil to try out simple words
and phrases as many times as they like, and pupils love the idea of
replaying their own voice in English. They may simply listen to a
model and copy it, or add their own voi ce to an on-screen book they
have created.
The flexibility of Clicker 5 makes it ideally suited to providing
curriculum access to learners of English as an additional language.
By providing visual and pictorial clues and by grading the level of
linguistic challenge teachers can create grids that enable learners to
participate in curriculum content learning while they are
simultaneously learning English. Pupils for example, can sort food
into fruit or vegetables groups whilst at the same time learning
English names for some everyday fruits and vegetables. Teachers
can add extra optional support into grids such as clues, hints or
prompts.

Learners can write by clicking on cells in a Clicker grid. They can
listen before they write and can hear their completed sentences

The learning grids website www.learninggrids.com provides instant
access to literally hundreds of ready made grids and new materials
are added regularly. The grids are organised into relevant curriculum
areas and there is also a search facility. The Edit mode within Clicker
makes it really easy to edit existing grids and adapt the m to suit
individual learner’s needs. However it is also very easy for teachers
to make their own grids and talking books using the picture library or
by importing their own photographs, and there are user guides and a
technical support department on hand to give advice. In fact the
beauty of Clicker is that it is really easy to create and customise
materials to exactly the appropriate level.
ICT has a vital role to play in providing the appropriate resources and
technology for both learners and teachers of English as an additional
language. Clicker 5 is a versatile program that can be used to meet
the needs of learners of English in a wide range of contexts and is
definitely an essential addition to the language learning environment.

Learners can record their own voices directly into Clicker – they can
record and listen as many times as they like.
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WORDREADY

flashcards are delightful to use and an ideal support for the individual
vocabulary learning.

A mesmerising new vocabulary
tool for teachers to use with
Young Learners.

An intriguing aspect of WORDREADY is that you don’t actually buy
anything to get access to it; there is no software package or CD
Rom. Rather you pay an annual subscription to have access to the
WORDREADY programme. This method allows schools to buy a
certain number of access

Nigel Heritage
Gazing at the computer screen, I was transfixed. How
could one piece of technology do so much? A whoosh
sound if you matched the correct word to picture and a
clunk and ‘try again’ notice if you used the wrong next
letter to spell it. Using clear, attractive graphics,
WORDREADY covers almost all aspects of learning
vocabulary. Supporting the written word and image you
hear natural native-speaker voices giving you constant
high -quality shaping of letter sounds, words and context
sentences. The only thing it doesn’t do, and I don’t think
any technology can yet, is to correct the learner’s
pronunciation of the new vocabulary.
WORDREADY is designed for young learners to acquire new
vocabulary at their own pace. It provides a list of 1,000+ words from
the Cambridge ESOL Young Learner Exam syllabus. It is based on
very sound pedagogy, one example of which is the changing
presentation of sets of words. WORDREADY selects different sets
of 6 words every time to avoid serial learning and all words are
periodically re-cycled to ensure secure learning. Most impressive of
all, WORDREADY notices the words that are not being learnt and represents them more quickly than other words. It actually is a
computer programme that teaches!
So how is a teacher involved in the WORDREADY vocabulary
learning process? There are two ways. First the teacher is able to
oversee the whole class working at their own pace. Using the
classroom management tool, the teacher sets the level of vocabulary
to be learnt and monitors learner progress from the records supplied
by WORDREADY. Students can use WORDREADY on any
computer with their personalised log -in, so a WORDREADY session
can become part of a lesson or be given as homework. The
management process is straightforward even for teachers who find IT
a bit challenging.

log-ons for one academic year and then adjust the number, as
required, the following year. Incredibly, it is very reasonably priced.
The WORDREADY website offers detailed explanations of
everything about the programme, although not always in a way that
is easy to comprehend. The best way to understand more is to use
the demo and learn by doing. I think you will be impressed.

Nigel Heritage is a freelance EFL trainer and consultant specializing
in young learners. Trained at International House in 1983, he
subsequently worked as Children’s Coordinator at IH and has since
gained extensive experience in UK Summer Schools.

WORDREADY
WORDREADY is offering
members of the YLSIG a
special discount of 20% on
WORDREADY subscriptions
purchased directly from L2
when using this code:
IATEFLYLSIG01
The offer is valid until 15th
November, 2006

Second the teacher can manipulate the supplementary multimedia
flashcards for whole class activities. These flashcards are for use
with a projector or digital whiteboards. The written words and
instructions can be entirely in English, or with translations in the
learner’s own language. They allow the teacher to select and
present sets of six words, with images and sounds, for a range of
activities; pre-teaching words, revising vocabulary, stimulating
students to create stories or just for some fun word games. The
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Seminar – Using Real
Books with Children
Learning English
University of York 4- 6 April 2006
Sandie Mourão
The Annual IATEFL Conference at Harrogate this year
was preceded by an exciting three-day event at York
University. ‘Using Real Books with Children Learning
th
th
English’ from 4 to 6 April. Scholastic USA and
Usborne, both leading publishers in the children’s book
business, sponsored the event, which was organised by
Annie Hughes at the EFL Unit of the Language Teaching
Centre at York. The university is a lovely location and
the EFL Unit is right next to the large lake, which is the
home of varied bird life; the grassy lawns provide lunch
and dinner for rabbits and looked additionally stunning
with daffodils in abundance!
The seminar was organised to celebrate two exciting happenings:
The launching of http://www.realbooks.co.uk/index.htm - recently
moved to the University of York, under the editing skills of Annie
Hughes who has taken over from Opal Dunn, who began
REALBOOK News in 1997. In her editorials Opal always wrote,
REALBOOK News “aims to help the increasing number of parents
and teachers who want to include REALpictureBOOKs in part of
young children’s programme of beginning to le arn English as a
foreign language.” The 500 picture books reviewed in the archived
issues of REALBOOK NEWS are now kept at the EFL Centre
enabling the students at York to use them for reference and
research.
The second happening was the launching of the Scholastic Teaching
English to Young Learners Book Catalogue Spring 2006. An exciting
innovation from Scholastic USA, which means a huge quantity of
quality children’s books will now be available in Europe at accessible
prices. http://www.scholastic.com/elt
To frame this Annie Hughes had organised an intense three days for
the 50 participants who attended. Nine talks and seven workshops
on the multiple areas that working with picture books and stories
provide. Annie talked about supporting language learning using
picture books and suggested ways in which we can use real books,
both fact and fiction, to support their learning. Shelagh Rixon looked
at language content, cultural load, illustration and humour and irony
in picture books in order to ‘place’ a real book within the range of

children who could enjoy it. Gail Ellis explored the pupil
competencies that can be developed through the use of picture
books with an emphasis on her favourite, the promotion of autonomy.
She also introduced a Storybook Portfolio. Sandie Mourão looked at
visual literacy and shared a small piece of research on the role the
mother tongue plays in helping children understand a picture book.
Janet Enever’s talk focussed on the why and the how of using
information books with young learners aged from 6-10 years. Carol
Read gave a very animated talk on integrating storytelling and drama
to encourage creativity and Wendy Arnold discussed the different
approaches which have been adopted in learning how to read in
mainstream education and the lessons which could be learned for
our EFL contexts. The final talk was given by Jean Conteh who
discussed her work with emergent bilingual learners in mainstream
classrooms in England – an interesting talk to finish a fascinating
three days. Workshops were interspersed through out the talks and
covered topics such as: Big books, working with parents, books for
lower primary, books for upper primary, portfolios, creating books
and multiple intelligences.
Scholastic and Usborne filled a room full of books for participants to
drool over. Such an array of quality literature, quite something! I
especially liked the science collections with big books and audio
material, little known in the EFL world and certain to be useful
especially in content based learning, which is so popular at present.
Annie has promised that there will be a set of seminar papers for
everyone to read. This is especially important as one of the
discussions which began on the YL SIG discussion list and continued
into the seminar was the use of the term ‘realbooks’. Several of the
talks helped in understanding this term better, and having them
published would be an excellent sequel to the collection which came
out of the Munich Conference on ‘Learning English through Picture
Books’ in November 2004, the reference of which, if you are
interested is:
Enever J. & Schmid-Schönbein G. (Eds) 2006 Picturebooks and
primary EFL learners Langenscheidt: Munchen)
It was a super three days and I’d like to thank Annie and her helpers,
the speakers and participants and the publishers for making it so
good. I’m looking forward to the next one…

Sandie Mourão is a teacher and teacher trainer in Portugal. Her
research interests include using picture books and the role of free
play in the EFL classroom. She is about to start a PhD investigating
picture books and visual literacy in the pre-school EFL classroom.
She is the IATEFL SIG Representative and she coordinates the
Primary and Per-school interest group for the Portuguese English
Teachers’ Association.(APPI)
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Looking at a Learner
Stefania Stretti
I teach in a Primary School and everybody knows how
difficult it is to involve shy, introverted pupils during a
foreign language lesson. As a “specialist” teacher I work
in a small school (only five classes from the first to the
fifth class) in a village by the sea with a modular
structure, which means 27 to 30 hours of lessons per
week.
According to the National Curriculum, English language
is taught three hours a week and the Ministry of
Education provides a student’s book .

After the film, while she was playing in the playground and the
atmosphere was relaxed, I asked her opinion about the novel. She
answered that the plot was sad but she liked it. I also discussed the
story with the whole class. The film was divided into eight sequences,
so I started observing the girl frequently, at different moments of
classroom organization (whole class, in pairs, in groups and
individually) and I wrote down some notes about her responses.
First of all, I told the story of each sequence, miming and showing the
pupils pictures to provide visual clues for language comprehension.
Every effort was made to enhance comprehension: repeating and
miming complex sentences more than once and asking the children
who comprehended the content to tell the others what they had
understood. Susanna seemed to be more interested at the beginning
of the storytelling but some yawns made me understand that her
mind was elsewhere. Nevertheless, I noticed that her rate of attention
increased during the last two sequences.

In the fourth class and one of 20 bright ten-year-old pupils, Susanna
(I will identify the child with this name) drew attention to herself as
her learning leve l was lower than the class standard. She did not
have any learning or behavioural problems, but she was very shy,
unsure, afraid of making mistakes and her personality prevented her
from gaining good results at school. Moreover , her family put great
expectations on her, which she knew she was unable to achieve.

In the second stage, after I had told part of story, the children wrote
the sequence in their note books, by copying it from the blackboard.
In the Primary school writing is the least developed skill; older
children can write linguistic structures and vocabulary they have
assimilated, but not younger ones. For that reason, the length of the
sequences was carefully adapted so that the meaning was
expressed using the fewest words possible.

During class conversations she never took part. When the teacher
addressed her directly, she answered without expressing her
personal opinion but repeating what a classmate had just said in a
thready voice. It was very difficult to involve her in an English lesson,
particularly during face-to-face lessons with the student’s book. She
gave up following as she thought her results would be unsatisfactory
(so they were) and she spent most of the time absent-mindedly
talking to whoever was sitting next to her . When she was
reproached, the tears often welled in her eyes.

I knew that part of the project would be very frustrating for Susanna.
In Italian her written texts were full of mistakes (both copying and her
personal pieces of writing), and this was the same in English. While
checking her writing, I rewrote the wrong words without saying
anything to her. When the rest of the class was finishing an activity, I
called her to the teacher’s table and asked her to choose a sentence
to read (in front of the class would be too embarrassing for her and I
would not get any positive results). In English her reading was
incomprehensible; she did not pay attention during listening activities
so she could not match sounds and words. She tried to read and I
saw she listened to me while repeating the sentence correctly.

Despite these aspects of her character, Susanna had a gentle nature
which allowed her to be well integrated in her class: she fully
cooperated with her classmates and helped them. She was obliging
and ready to carry out the teachers’ requests. During informal
moments such as recess time or school trips, she looked for contact
with her teachers, telling them about herself and her family, and
expressing her ideas.
At the beginning of the school year I planned a project: to develop
the dramatisation of a classic English novel. I did not set myself any
ambitious aim, I did not have in mind a great final performance, I just
considered how rel evant drama techniques were in improving
learners’ language skills. In the class, the standard of learning was
very high and the children would gain good results while having fun.
I based the project on three months’ work, two hours per week and I
took the pupils to see Roman Polanski’s film “Oliver Twist.” I was not
sure what Susanna’s reactions would be; drama often allows shy
children to hide behind the character they are performing so I tried to
get her interested in the story.

The third stage was to illustrate the parts of the story with some
drawings. Approaching me with her usual fear, the girl asked for my
approval and encouragement. Moving around the class, I realized
she worked diligently; moreover, she felt motivated because I had
told the pupils that during the computer lessons we would make a
class book enriched with their drawings.
The next stage was to create the dialogues. Each drawing
represented a starting point to invent dialogues. I used a ‘hot seating’
technique which puts the children into the character’s place and they
then answer questions from the character’s point of view. For
example: -If you were Oliver, what would you say? - Susanna’s
contribution was very limited: she repeated some basic words or
chunks of language that she wrote in a speech balloon.
To allow the pupils to become acquainted with the new language we
had collected, I asked them to copy every sentence from their
speech balloons onto a sheet of paper; I cut out the sentences and I
put them into a box. Then I invited them to pick up two or three strips
from the box to formulate as many dialogues as possible. They
worked in pairs or small groups of three; small groups started to
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become larger, groups formed and dissolved in order to match
sentences. The girl surprisingly moved from one group to another
one and, helped by a friend, she came to me to show the dialogues
they had combined. (see drawing at foot of page )
The last stage was devoted to introducing the dialogue and
developing drama techniques, starting from mime then moving on to
role-play.
In the first phase the pupils could enter the stage miming: each group
performed scenes from the film by miming to the rest of the class,
who had to guess the part of the story. I let groups form
spontaneously because I did not want to forc e children into roles in
which they were uncomfortable. Susanna became very active: she
asked to take part in more groups miming principal as well as minor
characters. When the pupils were ready to speak, I informed them
we would act out the parts using the dialogues.
Susanna’s dialogue
Although I had introduced a flexible number of extra characters to
help the children who were reluctant to speak, Susanna
showed an ability to take on main roles and she learnt
lines of dialogues by heart. Linguistic correction was
“private”, informal and personalized so she paid more
attent ion and did not feel embarrassed.
The children asked me for a final performance in front of
the parents and so we did one. Susanna contributed by
bringing clothes and props from home. During the show
any fear seemed to have disappeared: she got into the
different characters, put on and took off clothes as the
classroom was both a stage and dressing room at the
same time. This experience encouraged her and enabled
her to gain confidence. The relationship between us
improved a lot. And for the first time, she walked onto the
stage which she had always refused to do since Infant
school.

OLIVER TWIST
First part

.

Oliver Twist was a poor homeless

He lived in

Taking the children into the computer lab was the final
stage of dramatising Oliver Twist. This activity gave me
There, the
the opportunity to plan a class book that my pupils could
insufficient,
read and feel as theirs. We decided to enrich it with their
drawings and we selected some words which could be
replaced by drawings. Susanna chose her characters, drew some of
them, wrote sentences about them with omitted words, scanned the
drawings and inser ted them in the blanks. The computer lessons
offered her an extra chance to become familiar with the text and
reinforce vocabulary and structures . (see Susanna’s work above)
During the development of this project, I found the classroom
observation very helpful as I could focus my attention on Susanna in
particular situations. It also allowed me to make changes to the
activities in order to involve her. It also proved that the combination of
drama techniques and the use of the computer lab offered a great
opportunity to motivate Sus anna.

in a

.

was bad and
jobs were hard and unhealthy.

Susanna’s computer print out

Stefania Stretti is an Italian Primary school teacher. She is also
a teacher trainer in The Ministry of Education courses which qualify
Primary school teachers to teach English.
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YLSIGs Around the World

YL Teaching in Korea
Jake Kimball
English education is compulsory beginning in 3 rd grade
elementary school. However, Ministry of Education policy is
now shifting to an even earlier start—1 st grade—and pilot
programs are now underway in select public schools. Other
national and local government initiatives include investment in
the construction of “English Villages,” which are sprouting up
in most provinces, and increasing the number o f native English
speakers who teach at public schools. A number of research
articles suggest that approximately 80% or more of Korean

October 2006. Finally, we also offer the benefit of a website at
http://www.kotesol.org/younglearn/

children attend private language schools. Commercial
publishers indicate YL-related sales drive 60-70 % of business.

When did your SIG Start?

Contacts : KOTESOL YL SIG Coordinators
Jake Kimball, ilejake@yahoo.com
Jason Renshaw, englishraven2003@yahoo.com.au

Our YL SIG’s history began in January 2002, shortly after the
KOTESOL International Conference in autumn 2001. Back in 2000
and 2001, limited offerings were available to YL teachers; in fact,
what was on offer were a handful of commercial sessions and even
fewer academic workshops. Overhearing YL teachers express
disappointment with KOTESOL conferences when so few resources
and opportunities were available to them, I decided that the time was
right to launch the YL SIG.

How many members are there?
There are currently 74 registered on the Yahoo Discussion Group.

Conferences
In 2003, our 1 st YL Symposium took place Sookmyung University.
About 120 attendees enjoyed a day of workshops and discussions.
Ritsuko Nakata (Let’s Go) and Dr. Park Joo Kyoung were plenary
speakers, with Richard Graham (Genki English,
http://www.genkienglish.net/) a featured speaker. The 2 nd YL
Symposium was held in autumn 2005 with approximately 135
attendees. Jake Kimball gave the plenary address and Richard
Graham served as featured speaker once again. The 3 rd YL SIG
Symposium is scheduled for March 2007.

YL SIG Publications & Website
Since 2002, we have had a one -page column dedicated to YL issues.
These articles are published in KOTESOL’s quarterly newsl etter, The
English Connection. Attendees at the 2 nd YL SIG Symposium
received a 250-page Resource Kit chockfull of workshop handouts
and resource materials from English Raven
(http://www.englishraven.com/), courtesy Jason Renshaw. With a bit
of luck and cooperation, a quarterly online newsletter will begin in
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KOREA

Children’s work

Left: Park, So-hyun, Cenre, Gee Sang-hoon,
Right: Gwan, Hee-rung

Find out about The World Cup Countries

A Christmas Display

An environmental project on ‘Save the Sea
Turtles’.

A display board with project work including hand prints and bike safety
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Young Learners
Special Interest
Group e-discussion
group 2005-6
Wendy Arnold
What an action packed year! Huge thanks to all our
regular contributors and I hope that our 'lurkers' or
‘peripheral participants’ to be more PC, will be tempted
to come forward next year.
Summaries of all discussions are available on our website. Log on to
http://www.iatefl-ylsig.org and go to web resources, discussion
summaries. Or check ou t the following URL address for archived
messages
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/younglearners/
We now have 419 e-discussion members and of these 22% are
subscription members – so we obviously need to do much more work
to find out what you would like from us to attract more e-discussion
subscribers!
In order to benefit from the increasing list of goodies we are
developing, y ou should continue to be part of our e-discussion group
or better, become a subscription member. I've added where the
discussion fielders were based so you can see how small our world
has become. T he archived discussion summaries also identify the
country (where possible) of our members. We are truly a multi cultural group!
Goodies available for members on our resources site include:
discussion summaries of fielder-led discussions (see
below)
5 complete video recordings from our pre-conference
event (PCE) at Harrogate this year
5 summaries of Harrogate conference events
CHECK IT OUT!
http://www.iatefl-ylsig.org (resources)

New Initiatives
A long time member and supporter of the YL SIG discussion site,
Dennis Newson, has kindly collated links shared by members.
Check this out : http://del.icio.us/ylearn (useful links) Dennis has also
created a site for the myriads of acronyms used by our profession,
check the site out under the yummy DELICIOUS link. It is called
http://acronymsyl.pbwiki.com/
Our classroom research (CR) site has moved … we have not been
active with it this year but hope to have ‘live’ projects running soon.
http://www.elearningdesigners.nl/iatefl/ (classroom research) And if
you have CR you’d like to share then please contact me, or if you

would like to track CR in progress then do have a look. Do offer
suggestions/comments, constructive feedback always appreciated.
Ad Hoc Discussions initiated by e-members in 2006 (included)
Focus on Meaning, Focus on Form, Class Sizes, Parent Perception,
English Language Status Under Attack (Prof. David Nunan),
Language Test for Teachers, Towards New Teacher Professionals
(Prof. G. Whitty and Prof. Cheng Kai-Ming), Humanity
It’s not possible to write up all these exciting discussions but some
summaries are available in the resources site. For others follow the
thread in the discussion yahoo site.

Planned Discussions for 2006-7
20 - 27th October, 2006 topic to be advised by Alan Maley, Alan has
lived and worked in PR China, India and Singapore, as well as in
Thailand. He has over 30 books to his credit, as well as many
articles. He is series editor for the Oxford Resource Book for
Teachers, and author of “He Knows Too Much” in the Cambridge
English Reader. Alan is Director in Intensive Reading Foundation
(ERF). His particular interests are in the area of creative materials
design, and teachers' professional and personal development
Date and topic to be confirmed by Penny Ur. Penny has thirty years’
experience as an English teacher in primary and secondary schools
in Israel. Today she is in charge of the M.Ed program in foreign language teaching at Oranim Academic College of Education and
also teaches at Haifa University. Her particular interests are the
combination of theory and practice in classroom teaching
methodology; and the professional knowledge and learning of the
language teacher
Date and topic to be confirmed by Jayne Moon. Jayne is a lecturer in
the School of Education, University of Leeds, where she has taught
on postgraduate and short courses for experienced TESOL teachers,
teacher trainers and developers from all over the world. One of the
most rewarding aspects of her work is the opportunity to work with
TESOL professionals in many different international contexts, and to
recognize both shared concerns as well as differences.
Don't forget, if you have any 'burning questions' of your own, please
DO SHARE. Often the most exciting impromptu discussions are
started by our members’ questions!
Here's to a fabulous year of YLsig discussions! Hope to catch up
with some of you at the IATEFL Conference in Aberdeen. Please do
come and find me and the rest of the YLsig committee!
Take care and look forward to meeting some of you at Aberdeen or
in ether!

Wendy
Moderator YLsig e-discussions (Hong Kong)
http://www.iatefl-ylsig.org (resources)
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/younglearners/join (discussions)
http://del.icio.us/ylearn (useful links)
http://www.elearningdesigners.nl/iatefl/ (classroom research)
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41st International Annual
IATEFL Conference
Aberdeen, Scotland, 18th-22nd April 2007
Join us and fellow ELT professionals from around the world to discuss, reflect on and develop
ideas. The conference will offer many opportunities for professional contact and development.
Nine Pre-Conference Events, planned as professional development days, will take place on
Wednesday 18th April, followed by the Conference and Exhibition from Thursday 19th to Sunday
22nd April.

For information visit IATEFL's website at

www.iatefl.org
Presentations
A four-day programme of over 300 workshops, posters, talks, panel discussions and symposiums by
international presenters from over 60 countries.

Plenary Speakers
Guy Cook (The Open University, England)
Agnes Enyedi (Eötvös University of Budapest, Hungary)
Mike Sharwood Smith (Heriot-Watt University, Scotland)
Maggie Farrar (National College of School Leadership, England)

ELT Exhibition
There will be an ELT Resources Exhibition, showing the latest published materials, cassettes and videos,
computer software and services.

1400 delegates, 300 presentations & 50 exhibitors

Introducing…
Young Learners Go! A new comprehensive six-level
course published by Marshall Cavendish Education
and linked to the Cambridge Young Learners suite of
tests.
Written by two highly qualified and experienced
teachers and writers of ESOL and EFL material,
Frances Bates-Treloar and Steve Thompson provide
an outcomes-based English curriculum that is both
achievable and measurable by basing it on a
systematic framework for:
•
•
•

Development
Monitoring &
Assessment of language learning outcomes.

Level 5
Level 6
Stage 3 Consolidation &
Extension
Level 3
Level 4
Stage 2 Development
Level 1
Stage 1 Foundation
Helps young learners use English
fluently and confidently

Level 2

Develops English language and
comprehension skills in young
learners

Develops higher-level
comprehension and critical
thinking skills in young learners

Within each unit, each language skill is covered systematically through a focus on the same learning objective. This ensures that language is
accessed and processed using multiple intelligences and multiple senses, leading to long-term learning.
A SYSTEMATIC FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPMENT THROUGH…
•
Spiral progression in the introduction of language items - items are introduced and revisited at
increasing levels of sophistication, thus providing opportunity of learning and reinforcement as well as for teachers to monitor progress
•
Skills development via the design of activities for the systematic development of language skills.
A SYSTEMATIC FRAMEWORK FOR MONITORING OF LANGUAGE OUTCOME…
•
Every section in the pupil’s book has a corresponding section in the workbook for immediate reinforcement
and monitoring of learning.
•
The task types in the workbook are focused on learning outcomes and so enable the
teacher to monitor the learning as well as to assess whether remedial help is required.
•
The contents page clearly lists learning outcomes for each unit for easy monitoring and revision.
•
Each Pupil’s Book contains a thematic wordlist of the new vocabulary introduced in the book.
•
And a Summary of main learning points for the level - motivates the learner and develops
self-reflection and independent learning.
A SYSTEMATIC FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSMENT OF LANGUAGE OUTCOMES…
•
Formative assessment within each unit
•
Summative assessment at regular intervals through revision units
•
Varied test items in activity books designed to emulate test items
COMPONENTS: Pupil’s Books, Workbooks, Teacher’s Guides, Audio CDs, and within each level:
•
12 teaching units
•
2 revision units
•
Approx 85 hours of curriculum time

Further information including downloadable sample units visit: www.mcelt.co.uk/ylg
Written by Duriya Aziz, Marshall Cavendish Education, 119 Wardour Street, London, W1F 0UW
Tel: +44 (0)20 7565 6119, Fax: +44 (0)20 7565 6133; mcelt@marshallcavendish.co.uk

